Newsletter - November 2018
Greetings to all our Motswiri friends

We are very excited to share with you our adventures of the last two months, and man, was it an exciting
two months!
Let’s start at our biggest and sometime laziest cats: the king of the jungle and the ghosts of the darkness,
our beloved lions.
There has been a major shift in power amongst the lions, especially in the Southwestern corner of the
reserve.
The dominant two males, the Chimbros, that are the guardians of the females and cubs in the South, has
been scarce. They have been pushing more East and have often been spotted on the Eastern side of the
Marico river, leaving the Southwestern corner vacant.
The two big males, Kwandwe and Monomogolo, from the Northwest did not need any invitations and were
soon seen in our neck of the woods. It seems like the sun has set on the dominant reign of the Chimbros
and has risen on the new Kings of the Southwest, Kwandwe and Monomogolo. This is very exciting news for
us. Both these males are extraordinary specimens and weight over 250kg. The Kwandwe male and his late
brother are infamous for taking down big prey and has even taken some elephants. Monomogolo’s
presence just demands respect, he is such a confident beast and wears his big dark mane like a true king.
You will have to go far to see males much bigger and more impressive than these two.

Staying with big cats…. let’s talk about our illusive friends, the king of the stalk and pound for pound the
strongest cat in the bush, the leopard.

The most exciting news concerning our tree dwelling kitties is that our resident female, Tsala, has given
birth.
We have unfortunately not seen the cubs yet, as she will hide them for an extended period to keep them
safe. She does not have great success when it comes to raising cubs though.
Tsala is about 10 years old and has only had one successful cub in her life. This might be due to her size, she
is not the biggest cat, or it might be due to predator competition. Whatever the case is, her last cub,
Tsimega, is now a fully grown and handsome boy. Let’s hope that she has perfected the skill of raising
young and that this time she has success in raising all her cubs. We hope she has female kittens and she
populates the whole Southwestern part of the reserve as a parting gift to us. She is unfortunately coming to
the end of a female leopards expected lifespan. But like our Rangers say to our guests: “…. animals do not
read books” - so she might surprise us and keep going for a couple more years.
We would love to view this beautiful and relaxed girl for many more years to come.

With the dry season coming to an end and the big rains on the horizon, waterholes have been a very
popular meeting spot for various species and was the setting for amazing sightings.
As most of you might know, Thlou dam (Thlou – Tswana word for elephant), is a very popular spot for
elephants, buffalo, rhino and game viewers alike. We have spent many an hour on the dam wall just
mesmerized by big herds of elephants swimming or their pachyderm cousin, the rhino, wallowing.
Recently we were watching a big herd of elephants at the inlet of the dam.
With their approached we were pleasantly surprised to see that there are quite a few youngsters in the
herd. The herd picked up speed just before the water and we could see that they were very excited for a
long-awaited drink on a very hot summers day. They put on a spectacular show with mud and water flying
everywhere.

Through all the chaos, we spotted a calve that was not too sure what to make of all this commotion. We
could see that he was not too confident in using his trunk yet. Just like humans start to walk at around 12
months, elephants only start using their trunks to drink and eat at about 12 months.
The calve decided to lie down on his side next to the mud wallow and tried to dip his trunk into the mud, as
if he was testing the temperature just like we would do before diving into a pool. He was not big enough to
climb down the bank that goes into the mud play pit. His plan did not completely go the way that he
planned…….
He slowly slid right down the bank of the wallow and fell head first into the mud. He was so embarrassed
when he rose, covered in mud. To rub salt into his wounds, he could not get out of the wallow. He gave out
a cry as if he was calling for help. The rest of the heard came running to his recue and helped him out. It
was very interesting watching this almost human like behaviour among these very social animals.

Sunsets, again, have been unbelievable. With Summer comes the rain and the build-up of moisture in the
air. This supplies the canvas for unbelievably beautiful and colourful sunsets.

Our ranger, Andre, captured an incredible image of one of these sunsets.

A few more sunset “snaps” taken by our rangers as well as staff around the lodge waterhole…...

Summer do bring new life and we have been seeing the first arrivals for the season…...

There is nothing like a baby animal that make even grown-ups go “Oooh and Aaahh…” out on game drive.

Our new chef has been hard at work to bring “new life” to old favourites and we think he is definitely
succeeding.

Our Ranger, Visser, added his “Ranger’s Blog” to our newsletter (and what an amazing piece it is…)
“I would like to share with you something that is very close to my heart: Conservation!
Especially the conservation status of, in my opinion, one of the flagship species of Africa and the apple of
many guests’ eyes…. The elegant Giraffe.
We are very fortunate to have a healthy and growing population of giraffe in Madikwe and it is always on
the wish list of many guests. There are nine different sub species of giraffe that are spread all over Africa.
The species that we have in Madikwe is mostly Southern Africa and Angolan.
The ugly truth is that giraffes are at risk of extinction with some subspecies now listed as ‘critically
endangered’ for the first time. The latest International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red list of
threatened species has placed Kordofan giraffes just one stage from extinct in the wild, with fewer that
4500 animals left. The Thornicrofts and West African giraffes are also now classed as threatened and
vulnerable which is extremely sad. Only the Angolan and Southern African giraffe – which lives in Botswana,
South Africa, Namibia and Zimbabwe is out of danger, and listed as least concern.
While giraffes are commonly seen on safari, in the media and in zoos, people, including guides and
conservationists, are unaware that these majestic animals are undergoing a silent extinction.
With that being sad, Giraffe populations in Southern Africa are doing just fine, but the world’s tallest animal
is mostly under threat in big parts of its core ranges in Central, East and West Africa. Just 15 years ago there
were thought to be around 150,000 giraffes in the wild, but since then numbers have slumped by 40%
because of habitat loss and poaching.
It would be sad to raise the next population of nature lovers without them having the opportunity to spend
time with these incredible animals. As a matter of fact, we don’t inherit the earth from our ancestors, we
borrow it from our children. It felt like my duty as a conservationist to spread awareness through this letter
and hope that it opens your eyes and hearts to the status of these seemingly clumsy animals.”

Come and join our experienced Rangers, Zede and Visser, and see what amazing memories you can take
with you.

We wish you all a great festive season and the happiest of new year. We hope to share one of these sunsets
with you in the new year.

Bush greetings
The Motswiri team.

